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EDITOR: DoN ALEXANDER 

Newsletter ef the Committee for 
A Sustainable Economy (CASE) 

Welcome to the CASE Study department 
in New City magazine! Every issue we will 
offer an abbreviated version of the CASE 
Study newsletter. Normally, we will have 
news items and resource listings, in addi
tion to reviews and short articles. This first 
issue, however, will be an exception. Cur
rent subscribers will receive New City 
magazine, in addition to independent is
sues of the newsletter, until their subscrip
tions run out. Thereafter, ·they will have to 
subscribe to New City. Alternatively, sub-

scribers can in future pay the annual CASE: 
Study subscription fee of $12.00, and they 
will receive only the independent issues 
In the latter case, cheques should be seni 
to: Don Alexander (attn: CASE Study), c/a 
P.O. Box 74573, Kitsilano Postal Outlet 
2803 W. 4th Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. V6k 
4P4. Submissions of articles, reviews.and 
news and resource items should also be 
sent to that address on Mac or IBM 3 and 1/ 
2 inch disks, in ASCII format or with the 
program clearly indicated. 

. DON ALEXANDER 

for how social programs U . nemployment EDITORIAL: 
insurance, we! 
fare,socialsecu- WHAT'S WRONG WITH could be "modernized" 

and "improved" - sorne 
of which apparently have 
some merit. But , sud
denly, the whole exercise 

rity,deti.cit,debt. Amlthe THE DEFICIT DEB AITE-i. only person in the country .n f' 
who is confused by the cur-
rent debate on the social 
safety net and the related 
issue of public debt? Am I the only per
son who feels that no party to the debate 
can be entirely trusted, that everyone has 
their own axe to grind - whether it be 
the right, the left, the government, or the 
opposition? Though I don't claim to know 
the "truth" about these issues, I may be 
able to offer some clues as to what's wrong 
with the debate itself 

First of all, I believe that virtually every 
pundit on this issue has something to hide. 
First of all, the left has made a career out 
of denying that the deficit (and debt) 
problem exists: For years, it has defended 
the "right" of public service bureaucracies 
to earn salaries and benefits (and enjoy job 
security) superior to that of average 
Canadians. Secondly, most leftists are 
themselves part of the "knowledge" and 
"service" professions (teachers, 
bureaucrats, social workers) and thus have 
a direct financial stake in the maintenance 
of a large public sector. 

Moreover, while the left is absolutely 
correct that most of the debt and current 
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deficit is a product of usurious interest 
rates, they are less than credible when they 
claim that the debtis a manufactured cri-
sis and is just a tool for furthering the "cor
porate agenda." The left is also strangely 
silent about the fact that a large public 
debt involves handing over extraordinary 
power to foreign bankers and potentially 
does as much to undermine national sov
ereignty as free trade itself. 

Meanwhile, the right says it merely 
wants fiscal responsibility and stresses the 
injustice of present generations squander
ing the financial "inheritance" of future 
generations and leaving them with an 
intolerable burden. Fair enough, but why 
then do we get the feeling that the very 
existence of social programs is an affront to 
their pro-market sensibilities? And why 
do they have few, if any, qualms about the 
present generation (especially the rich) 
liquidating the ecological capital of the 
planet? 

As for the government: under Lloyd 
Ax.worthy, they've offered all sorts ofideas 

For replies to Don Alexander's criticism of the 
politicaflejt and right in Canada in the deficit 
debate, see FORUM on page 65 

Columns on Biotechnology, Dig ital Media and 
· the Electronic Commons begin in this issue in the 
LEADING EDGE section starting on page 58 
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of consulting and involv. 
ing Canadians has ground 

to a halt as the real agenda (?) m arches to 
the forefront: deficit reduction at all costs. 

Another strange feature of this debate 
is the fact that the "radical" and "revolu
tionary" left winds up posing as the de
fender of the status quo, while the right 
rz:ianeuvers itself into position as the force 
for change, innovation, and liberation from 
oppressive and inequitable institutions 
that are bleeding working people dry. 
What's wrong with this picture? Most 
would agree that the present system does 
not work particularly well, and yet the lefi 
seems unable to offer.alternatives. 

This brings me to my third point: I 
think this debate is about more than shifu 
in the political landscape. It's about sys· 
tern change. Whether we like it or not, the 
old system ofindustrial capitalism -witli 
its unions, its rigid division oflabour, and 
strong central welfare state - is rapidly 
becoming a thing of the past, though the 
social base of the left continues to hang 
onto the wreckage. 

The change that is occurring has manY 
negative features, but it also has manY 
positive ones. There is a greater emphasis 
on self-help, on co,-nmunitY 
empowerment and forms of d_e~isi011j 
making, on occupational flexib1hty an 
part-time work, which - in addition to 
being exploitative - can also be !iberat· 
ing fm: those who don't want to give up 
their entire lives to work. 

· her Many of these changes could e1t .. 
become predominantly good or pred0~ 

nantly bad, depending on the b~ 
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ocial forces . We could be moving either 
s d. . f " iP the u ection o a · green utopia" or in 
the direction of some sort of nightmarish 
,orporate feudalism. At present, for obvi
ous reasons of social power, most of the 
weight is on the side of the latter, but the 
outcome is not a foregone conclusion. 
fhe important point is that we are mak
ing a transition - to a new mode of pro
duction or, less econornistically, to anew 
mode of reproduction. Merely trying to 
put the brakes on is not a particularly 
promising strategy in the long run. 

Finally, there's the whole issue ofhow 
the debate is occurring. One characteris
tic of the modernist era, shared by all ide
ologies and parties, is a predilection for 
propaganda - for learned persons tell
ing the "masses" what their interpreta- · 
tion of events should be. The left is as 
guilty of this as anyone. 

But I think Canadians are tired of 
being told what to think, are tired of hav
ing interpretations rammed down their 
throats. What they want is a chance to 
make up their own minds - to have ac
cess to somewhat more "objective" infor
mation, if such a thing exists. To be ex
posed to a variety of interpretations, along 
with an analysis of their strengths and 
weaknesses. They want to have several 
scenarios presented to them. For example, 
1f we refuse to cut social spending, what 
are the probable consequences, positive· 
or negative? If we_ radically slash social 
spending to "balance the books," what will 
the consequences be for the poor and dis
advantaged, and what about economic 
impacts since fewer people will have 
money to spend? 

w· Very few I'.undits, right or left, are 
illing to admit to any uncertainty, are 

Willmgto admit that there might be nega
tive fallout from the courses of actipn they 
propose. And yet this is what Canadians 
Want and need to hear; they want the "big 
P1ctu "Th re. ey want to be educated not 
Propagandized. ' 

rn And so, if any readers of New City 
h agazme and CASE Study feel they can 

s ed some light d .. h , an not Just generate 
h:at '. 0 n these issues, we look forward to 

armgfrom you. · 
A. . l 10oo rttc es and letters (preferably under 

and 1f~ rd~) may be sent on IBM or Mac 3 
?457/ ~ts~s to: CASE Study, PO. Box 
1> C ' Kitsilano Postal Outlet Vrmcouver. 
o . V6K4 . J I 
send· . P4. Please indicate program or 
~ utforrnatting. 
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